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Business 
Select® Anytime Wanna Get 

Away PlusTM
Wanna Get 

Away®

Rapid Rewards® earning 
formula 12x fare 10x fare 8x fare 6x fare

Two bags fly free2

No change1 or cancel3 fees

Flight credit if you cancel  (for 
up to 12 months)4

Transferable flight credit for 
Rapid Rewards Members5 —

Same-day confirmed change6 Fare difference
may apply

Same-day standby list6

Refundable7 — —

Priority and Express Lanes8 — —

Automatic check-in9 A1-A15
Priority boarding

EarlyBird® 
included $ $

Premium drink (on flights 176 
miles or more)10 $ $ $

Free inflight internet11 $ $ $

Southwest® Fare Products

Business Select
Our most rewarding fare that rewards you 
before, during, and after your flight.

Anytime
This fare offers additional Rapid Rewards 
points with the flexibility to change2 or 
cancel3 without fees.

Wanna Get Away Plus 
Our newest fare option gives you unique 
flexibility.

Wanna Get Away 
Our benchmark fare gives you great value 
at low prices.



Disclaimers
1First and second checked bags. Weight and size limits apply. 

2If you need to change an upcoming flight itinerary, you’ll only pay the cost in fare difference. 

3Failure to cancel a reservation at least 10 minutes prior to scheduled departure may result in forfeited 
funds.

4To receive a flight credit you must cancel your flight at least 10 minutes prior to scheduled flight departure. 
See My Account for flight credit expiration dates.

5Transferable flight credit allows you to transfer your flight credit to another person. Both must be Rapid 
Rewards® Members and only one transfer is permitted. The expiration date is 12 months from the date the 
ticket was booked. For bookings made through a Southwest® Business channel, there is a limitation to 
transfer only between employees within the organization.

6Same-day change: On the day of travel, you can switch free of airline charges to another flight with space 
available departing on the same calendar day between the same origin airport and destination airport as 
your original flight. With the exception of A-List Preferred and A-List Members, Customers who purchase 
Wanna Get Away fares are not eligible for free same-day change. Same-day standby: You can list for same-
day standby for an earlier flight via a Southwest Customer Service Agent at the airport or the Southwest app 
or mobile web. You will receive a message based on the contact preference selected during booking if you 
are cleared on the flight.  For both same-day change and same-day standby, you must change your flight 
or request to be added to the same-day standby list at least 10 minutes prior to the scheduled departure of 
your original flight or the no-show policy will apply. If using the app or mobile web for standby, you must list 
your name 30 minutes ahead of scheduled departure. You will be required to pay any government taxes and 
fees associated with these itinerary changes but refunds will be provided. Your original boarding 
position is not guaranteed. Southwest Business Customers booked through travel agencies may need to see 
a Southwest agent at the airport for both a same-day change or standby listing. See 
Southwest.com/standby for more details.

7Refundable, as long as you cancel your reservation at least ten (10) minutes prior to the scheduled 
departure of your flight. If you cancel, you’re eligible to receive 100% of your ticket value as a refund to your 
original form of payment. A Southwest flight credit from a previous reservation that is applied toward a 
Business Select or Anytime Fare will be refunded as a flight credit.

8Priority Lane: Priority Lane gets you to the front of the ticket counter faster. A-List or A-List Preferred 
Members already enjoy the priority lane (where available). Express Lane: This security lane gets you through 
the security line faster. A-List or A-List Preferred Members enjoy this benefit too.

9EarlyBird Check-In® means you will automatically be checked in to your flight 36 hours prior to scheduled 
departure. For Anytime fares purchased between 36 and 24 hours, the boarding position assignment 
process has begun so this may impact the boarding position assigned to you. If you purchase an Anytime 
fare within 24 hours of your flight’s scheduled departure, you will not receive the EarlyBird Check-in benefit. 
In an irregular operation situation, the boarding position is not guaranteed.

10Flights traveling 175 miles or less only serve water.

11Where available. Available only on WiFi-enabled aircraft.


